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ABSTRACT

Churches have always been a deliberate agency that perpetuates the constituency in architecture. It 
is also the conceptual representation of the celebrated ideology behind. The legacy of church once 
suffused our life, yet with the long-lasting conflicts between religion and the modernized society, 
church has ceased to be a significance in the public realm, nor does canonical religion remain its 
proper influence and relevance to the general public. Despite the crisis of faith, the thesis argues 
that the religion never goes away. It takes form from aspects of the profaned life and becomes a 
religion that is secularized. 

Situated in Post-Secularism, the thesis explores the possibility of a secularized religion - the Otaku 
Culture, and its potential in architecture discipline. It starts from an investigation of the exhausted 
form in both sacred and temporal buildings, and imagines a dematerialized church that challenges 
the old church model in the post-secular era. 
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Post-secular society is characterized by “the continued existence of religious communities in an 
increasingly secularized environment. The revised reading of the secularization hypothesis relates 
less to its substance and more to the predictions concerning the future role of ‘religion’ ”. 
 

Jürgen Habermas, “Secularism’s Crisis of Faith”
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POST-SECULARISM

Sacralized Law/Psychology/Sociology/
Other Symbols

De-Secularization of the Society 
(Social)

Post-Secularism

Religion
Faith

Metaphysical
Private

Law
Reason

Scientifical
Public

Secularization of the State
(Political)

Modernity

Post-Secularism is a concept brought by the German Philosopher 
Jurgen Habermas, to describe the resurgent critical role of religion 
in the secular society. It is a cross-field study in sociology, anthro-
pology and philosophy. The term post-secularism, refers to the 
globally extended perspective in which the idea of modernity is per-
ceived as unsuccessful and at times, morally failed. So that, rather 
than a stratification or separation, a new peaceful relation between 
faith and reason must be sought. Post-secularism treads a deviant 
path from secularization, rather it suggests a coexistence for both 
religious and secular perspectives. 

Bearing the presumption at hand, the dualism of cosmology that old 
churches have been steadily constructed upon no longer fits the so-
cial conditon in the post-secular society. Rather, new signs emerge 
that suggests great potentiality of a de-institutionalized and new 
spiritual form, in other words, a different type of church.

To begin with, the concept has marked a transition from the previous binary system that reconciles 
Religion with the Secular States, the faith with reason, metaphysical with scientific, and therefore 
sets Religion in the private realm that no longer affects the democratic procedure of the govern-
ment.

Therefore in the post-secular society, the gradually waning stand of religion has rendered indi-
viduals no longer understanding their political and social relations through religious lens alone, 
instead new languages are found to replace. Substitutes rise from Sociology, Law, or symbolic 
figure like Steve Jobs are there to maintain the public influence and relevance among the collec-
tives. Which is to say, the post-secular society takes the trait of religion, and emerges with a similar 
form: the religion is secularized. 

Left to Right: National Ethos of U.S, Constitutional Law, Aspirational Brand in Technology
[Secularized Religions in post-secular society that substitute theology]

St.Peter and St.Paul’s Church, Vilnius | Jan Zaor, 1701
[Theology that once bifurcated the transcendental with the profaned world]

The dualism that bifurcates religion and the profaned world illustrates a modern 
perspective of secularization.

A coexisting manner in post-secular modus vivendi suggests a change in conciousness 
and possibily a new spiritual form.
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THE EXHAUSTED DOME

[Dome in the Sacred Space] The aforementioned secularization also 
appears physically. A recapitulation on the form of churches of major 
religion suggests the mutual role of domes: a universal symbol of har-
mony and solidarity.

Roman Dome, Pantheon, Italy Byzantine Dome, Hagia Sophia, Turkey

Islamic Dome
La Mezquita, Spain

Hindu Dome
Akshardham Temple, India

School of Athens | Raphael, 1509 Anatomical Amphitheater, Paris | Corbis, 1769

Reich Chancellery, Berlin | Adolf Hitler,1939

House Of Agricultural Guards | Ledoux, 1780

Crystal Palace, London | Paxton, 1851 Palazzetto dello Sport, Rome | Nervi, 1958 Botanical garden of Düsseldorf | 1974

Newton Cenotaph | Boullée, 1784

Inerator Plant, Southampton | Mazaud, 2007

Outdoor Camping Tent

Strongheart Civic Center, Michigan | Cardinal, 
2001

Water Tower Radar Dome Observatory Telescope

Emmett High School, Idaho | 1987 The Spheres, Seattle | NBBJ, 2018

[Dome in the Secular Space] As the timeline proceeds from agrarian to industrial societies, the dome starts to apply in various building 
types, from institution, housing, shopping mall and stadium, to the most recently, when the dome invincibly localizes the temporal 
through its ubiquitous appearance in factories, infrastructures and civic edifices.
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A Dome Over Manhattan, New York | Buckminster Fuller and Shoji Sadao, 1960

[Dome in the Secular Space] To the ultimate version in Buckminster Fuller and Shoji Sadao’s imagination of future Manhattan, where 
an out-of-reach hemisphere abruptly encapsulates the island. The dome indeed shapes a hyper interior that seeks to totalize everything.  

The numerous evidences suggest a formal consistency that repetitively takes 
shape in the secular building types to mimic the diminishing symbol of church-
es. However unconscious approach that might be, the dome has induly collaps-
esed between the religion and the secular, and thus becomes the exhausted form 
in the post-secular age. 

The thesis argues that, in the perspective of post-secularism, the new church no 
longer takes the shape of the dome, but rather a dematerialized dome.

Collapses between the Sacred and the Secular
Exhausted Form in the Post-Secular Age

Post-secular Age
Remnant Icon of the Modern Age

Dome

Dematerialized Dome
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Dome Content

Post-Secular Age

Old Church Scheme

On the contrary, the project propose a separation of the two ele-
ments.  

It becomes a dematerialized frame plus something else. A soft con-
tent that loosely corresponds to the restraints of the skeleton: the 
bubble. 

The old church scheme protrays a one-to-one relation between the   
entity that shape the dome and the content held within: altars and 
murals. It is a surface space that seamlessly corresponds to the ar-
mature.

Through the establishment of a secularized church, the thesis in-
tends to raised the awareness of the ongoing social phenomenon of 
post-secularism and its reflection upon architectural discipline. 

The design of the new church imagines a post-secular set of con-
dition, where a different type of cultural-social form emerges from 
the combination of the two elements, the frame and the bubble, and 
therefore replace the separate ideology between religion and the 
secular in the built environment. 

Dematerialized Dome

Armature

Secularized Religion

Bubble

Wat Phra Dhammakaya, Bangkok | Exterior Wat Phra Dhammakaya, Bangkok | Interior
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A NEW CHURCH IMAGINED

Anime

OST

Gadget Game Virtual Media

CosplaySideProduction

Sci-Fi Manga

Secular Deity

One Piece, 1999

One Punchman, 2015

Neon Genesis Evangelion, 1997

[Secularized Religion] The thesis proposes anime culture as the secularized religion. Anime has shared traits in religion due to its 
wide acceptance and enthusiasm among pursuers. Its spiritual output on psychological support has nurtured the profaned life through 
make-believe narratives and transcendental presentational style. 

Originated and prospered since the 80s, anime industry contains various sorts of media production such as manga, animation, game, 
original soundtrack and model making. The inarguable consistency of the mature market and ardent fan culture have assimilated the phe-
nomenon to that of religion: both contains radicalized collective behavior, a telling storyline, a transcendental quality of representation, 
and even deities - in this case the god-like charaters of anime. Most evidently in franchises such as Neon Genesis Evangelion, based on 
a tabula rasa myth and the ultimate debate of humanity and life; One Piece, conferring spiritual inspiration such as frendship, love and 
unity; or One Punchman, a humorous yet pungent piece on solidarity and self empowerment. 

In all, anime exemplifies the overlap between secular life and religion. It is the secularized religion in the post-secular society. 

[Otaku] is a Japanese term for people with obsessive interests, particularly in anime and manga. When these people are referred to as 
otaku, they are judged for their behaviors - as a person unable to relate to reality. The word entered English as a loanword from the Jap-
anese language. It is used to refer to a fan of anime/manga but can also refer to video games or Japanese culture in general.

To properly describe the large entity and the ongoing phenomenon, the thesis uses the term Otaku. It is a Japanese term for people with 
obsessive interests in anime, manga and video games.

The performative ritual of otakus have various forms of display in the public realm. The publicness of activity increases from manga 
reading, watching anime films, cosplay and digital concert, to the interactive virtual game, fans meeting and worship of scale-up models. 
Those programs are further utilized in the new church and would be the content inside.  

Modeling Fans Meeting Re-creationInteractive Virtual game

Watching Anime Digital OST ConcertReading Manga Cosplay
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 Japanese-American
Art Museum

Comicon/ Anime Festival Venue

Video Game Retail

Manga/Anime Retail

Manga/Anime Retail

Little Tokyo

The site is within Little Tokyo. Along the north part of downtown Los Angeles, the district has a solid ground of Otaku Culture due to 
the extended immigration history of Japanese culture. The dense allocation of Japanes retails provides a convenient access to the anime 
culture such as manga book stores, video game shops and cosplay clothing firms. The convention center on the west corner of downtown 
holds comicon and the anime film festival annually. Countless otakus come to the venue for the event and spend time in Little Tokyo for 
supplements and entertainment. The prominent influence of anime culture holds a significant role triguing a new church for the commu-
nity. The project is thus conveniently located among the relateing venues. 

N
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SYSTEM OF ARMATURE

30’ x30’ Frame

60’ x60’ Frame

i

The project boundary is generated from a simple offset 
of the site...

Some of the frames are removed to form an underground 
courtyard. In this image are the grey parts. There are sev-
en courtyards in total.

...and frames aggregate in a balanced manner. 

Four service cores for vertical circulation are located 
inside the 30ft frame.

Followed by the crop.

Finally is the overall look of the skeleton with the ag-
gregated armature.

iv

ii

v

iii

vi

90’ x90’ Frame

Armature
Dematerialized Dome

The design follows a basic rule of loose relation between the 
frame and the bubbles. Therefore the configuration of frames and 
the bubbles bifurcates into two procedures. 

First is the frame. The dematerialized dome is achieved through 
cubes of three sizes. The 30, 60 and 90 ft. Each cube is carved by 
4 cylinders, leaving a generic appearance to the skeleton. 
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SYSTEM OF INFLATION

Bubble
Secularized Religion

Form Finding of the Double Perforation Variation No.2

Form Finding of the Double Perforation Variation No.1

Secondly, is the formation of the soft content. The Bubbles.

The animation shows the mechanism of the inflation caused by 
punctuations on the floor plate. It merely locates the bubbles and 
predicts the potential composition. And the frame acts as a second 
layer of constraints that finalize the size and deformation of the 
bubbles. To add more onto the distinction between the bubble and 
the skeleton, the floor cuts are not aligned to the gridiron, they 
move freely on the floor plate to generate different variations of 
inflation.

i

i

ii

ii

iii

iii

iv

iv

v

v
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Bubble
I. Single Perforation Type

The single bubble is inflated through individual cut that shifts on 
the floor plate. The size of the cut determines whether the bubble 
is suspended in the middle or reaches the basement floor. 

Sectionally it would generate a soft ceiling, a single room, and an 
inaccessible blockage. 

a

b

c
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Bubble
II. Double Perforations Type

a

b

c c

The bridge-like bubble stretches from a pair of cuts that shift on 
the floor plate, the proximity between the two perforations vary to 
gain a gradient of deformations.

The type encourages a different interaction with the bubbles, that 
would slightly reshape through push and pull. 
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Bubble
III. Multiple Perforations Type

The continuous cuts are not compliant to the underlying gridiron. 
Located in a rather autonomous way, the multiple perforations seek 
to test the unknowing result of deformation from a complex restraint 
variations. Here it’s more of an experimental approach with a brief 
prediction than a controlled one. The bubbles are presumably affili-
ated into a large cluster of space for continuous walking experience. 

Altar of AnimeAnime Projection on Surface

Section A
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All the perforations overlayed with the gridiron.

Overlayed with the courtyards and service cores pro-
grammed by the armature.

The aggregation types shape five major moments for the 
activities taken place.

A comparison of the gridiron from the frame and the per-
forations on the floor make it distinct that the two system 
exist autonomously.

The programs resting in the bubbles are those events re-
lated to Otaku Culture. Such as live-action theatre, digi-
tal concert, manga and game hub, the cosplay studio and 
the altar of the anime where set the large scale models. 

In order to reveal the whole image of the pheumatic bub-
bles, the floor plate is further permeated, to the point that 
it becomes a suspended ring around the bubbles...

For the direct access to the major clusters, four grand 
staircases are generated. 

...The final shape of the floor plate.

i

v

ii

vi

iii

vii

iv

viii

Armature
Dematerialized Dome

Bubble
Secularized Religion

ARCHITECTURE

Live-Action 
Film

Theatre

Digital Concert
Game 
Hub

Outdoor 
Theatre

Outdoor 
Theatre

Cosplay
StudioManga

Manga

Altar of Anime
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C C

B

A

B

A

Underground Floor Ground Floor
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Section C

Section B
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In the Birdview, the church has an immediate access to the city street. The frames are constructed by solid concrete with an appearance 
of permanent existence. 
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Comparatively the bubbles are the transient membranes that stay with a shorter life span. They are inflated and deflated from time to time 
for the nature of malleability, and would form a different shape through air pressure and affinity with the frame. 
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The underground initiates a constant confrontation with the bubbles and circulation through. 
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Through the design of a new church, the thesis aspires to rethink the role of religion in the con-
temporary and time beyond. The project exemplifies the relation between church and urban envi-
ronment through temporality and virtual technique. 

Accordingly, the representation method is divided into three: the line drawings that provide tech-
nical illustrations on the architecture organization; the dual screens with scrolling slides and ani-
mations giving the narrative; and the lit model is a constant reference to look back to. 
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FINAL BOARDS
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Section C-C
1/8’’=1’-0”

Section B-B
1/8’’=1’-0”

Section A-A
1/8’’=1’-0”

-1 Floor Plan 
1/32’=1’-0”

Ground Floor Plan 
1/32’=1’-0”

C C

B B

A A
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MODEL PHOTOS
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PROCESS OF MAKING
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Study Model

Process of Assembling

i

iii

Lighting Test

Bubble Infilled with Candies

iv

ii
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